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 Naseeruddin Shah, Nandana Sen,  Kunal Kapoor and Shriya Saran. The film marks the second collaboration between Ratnam
and his long-time collaborator Bachchan after 1998's Yuva. The story revolves around two men, Dhobi Ghosh and Raju (Mithun
and Naseeruddin), who share a common goal of reaching one of the top spots in India's exams. The film features the songs "Aat
Tanam", "Har Ek Shaan Hai" and "Daisey Daisey". It released on 18 October 2007. Plot Ram (Mithun Chakraborty) is a poor

dhobi (laundry man) in Bombay (now Mumbai). He works in his family's dhobi-ghat (laundry) for his livelihood. He has no ties
with his relatives and does not understand Hindi, so he interacts with his staff (shopkeeper and sweepers) in Marathi (a

Maharashtra-Dravidian language) and his brother-in-law (Shaam (Naseeruddin Shah)) in Bengali. Raju (Abhishek Bachchan) is
a rich corporate lawyer who is on his way to his sister's wedding. He was not invited by his father because of his company's poor
image in the local community. This is the reason why Raju spends his time studying for his exams in his hometown of Kolkata
(Calcutta). Shaam, the groom, has invited Raju to the wedding because he is impressed by Raju's success in the Bombay High
Court (he fought against the local municipal corporation for the right of citizens to vote). Raju reluctantly agrees to attend the
wedding. On the way to the wedding, his car breaks down. Shaam's wedding starts and Raju meets a newly-wed couple named
Madhavi and Prakash, who are in an unhappy marriage and who are in dire need of money. Raju helps them by marrying them
on the wedding night, thus securing the dowry. On his way to Bombay, Raju meets Ram, who convinces him to take his dhobi

services and help him improve his English. The case of an old woman who is being attacked by young men in the neighborhood
forces Raju to get involved in his family law case. The woman, Jagdish, gets a huge amount of money as her husband's will

stipulates. Raju's lawyer, Kar 82157476af
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